Exhibition Stand Design & Build

About Pinnacle
Founded in 2013, Pinnacle Creative has grown steadily since its
inception. Our initial focus was on print and digital media for local,
national and international clients but with a background in exhibition
design and management, we are now using that experience and
expertise to expand into that market. We have been very successful in
this new field as our clients’ testimonials illustrate. In this brochure we
showcase examples of exhibition and conference stands and custom
displays we have completed.
We hope you enjoy looking through some of our recent work. If you
need any help, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
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Trutek & SG @ Torque Expo
Stand Details
Stand Size:
Construction:
		
Venue:		

4m x 6m (3.5m High)
Tension fabric and custom built display stands and 		
modular reception counters.
Silverstone wing.

Our client approached us, having committed to a stand space that they
needed to divide in half so that they could take two of their brands to
the same show.
We divided the space using our tension fabric system, with integrated
store room. The stand featured modular reception desks and bespoke
product display pods. The show was a single day build and an evening
breakdown so that really dictated a modular stand; the added bonus
being a lot of the elements are re-usable.

The stand really did have a fantastic impact for us, the colours were
extremely vibrant. The lines of the stand were clean and modern and
the product displays looked fantastic. We look forward to working
with Pinnacle at many further shows. - GADR Brands
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Senator Pens @ Trade Only National Show
Stand Details
Stand Size:
10m x 7m (4m High).
Construction: Custom build, stock walls, custom seating areas and
		bespoke counters.
Venue:		
Coventry, Ricoh Arena.
Sometimes it’s necessary to re-imagine a way to display a day to day
item. The challenge on this stand was to be creative in the way we
displayed the clients products - namely - pens, lots of them.
Our clients, Europe’s biggest pen manufacturer, wanted to showcase a
new range of products in an innovative way. We undertook all product
displays, even sculpting the paint can display.
The large curved meeting areas worked well and had integrated coffee
dispensing areas. The large illuminated reception counter was really
eye-catching and worked well, displaying the full colour range easily.
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HGI Generators @ Executive Hire
Stand Details
Stand Size:
Construction:
		
Venue:		

10m x 5m.
Lighting gantry/truss, canvas banners, custom ceiling
structure and tension fabric front corners.
Coventry, Ricoh Arena.

Our client approached us having already invested in a system that they
were extremely happy with, but wanted to develop a new look and feel
using the majority of the same components.
Taking inspiration from their logo we incorporated the green arch with
the custom built ceiling structure. Not only did it add real impact to
their stand, it also helped illuminate their large products and gave a
slightly more intimate feel to the central area of the stand which was
used for smaller product displays.
On the corners of the stand we incorporated some low walling made
from our tension fabric system. This created a natural separation
between people walking around the stand and its small seating areas
and also provided the opportunity to include some prominent branding
on the outside corners of the stand.
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Eibe @ Saltex
Stand Details
Stand Size:
5m x 4m (3.5m High).
Construction: Tension fabric with modular desk.
Venue:		
NEC Birmingham.
Eibe were exhibiting at Saltex and wanted to demonstrate their range
of quality wooden play area equipment. The stand was built using our
tension fabric system. With large seamless graphics, the stand really
did ooze quality.
We mounted a large 42” TV to the wall, which is a clean and easy
solution possible with our system. The reception desk neatly displayed
some of their smaller products whilst being safely under lock and key.

Once again, thank you for your help at the show. We look forward to
working with you in the future. - eibe
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Cross Pens @ PPE Show
Stand Details
Stand Size:
Construction:
		
Venue:		

10m x 4m (3.5m High).
Tension fabric with custom built showcases and a 		
modular reception desk.
Coventry, Ricoh Arena.

Cross Pens came to us looking for a new exhibition system to use at
their shows in and across Europe. Using our tension fabric system
meant we were able to build three stands over the course of the year,
in France and the UK, on differing sized stand spaces for a fraction of
the cost of a custom build.
The stand was really very striking and the bespoke display stands really
complimented large seamless graphics. Coloured furniture was used to
differentiate the two different brands on the stand.
Again the modular reception desk provided safe, lockable product
display space as well as storage for literature.

Thanks again to you and the team for all of your help. We were very
pleased with the look of the stand and the attention to detail. We had
countless compliments throughout the 2 days. - Cross Pens
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Beaphar @ The Pet Show
Stand Details
Stand Size:
9m x 6m (2.5m High).
Construction: Tension fabric with modular reception desk.
Venue:		
Stoneleigh Park, Coventry.
Beaphar were exhibiting at the Pet Show in Stoneleigh and wanted to
market a new product to a mass market. They chose to use our tension
fabric system because of the impact that can be achieved from the
large seamless graphics.
We were also able to incorporate shelving into the stand to display a
small section of their product range. Colour coordinated furniture was,
again, supplied by us.
The VW camper van on the stand was purely a marketing attraction; a
mobile photo booth gave customers the chance to win supplies and
also provided them with a photographic memento of their visit to the
Beaphar stand.

Thank you for all your help with the stand, it looked fantastic!
- Beaphar
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Sarah Jessica Parker - Stash @ Superdrug
Stand Details
Stand Size:
N/A
Construction: Custom built table, laminated top with soldered copper
		pipe work.
Venue:		
Eastwood Hall, Leicestershire.
Copper pipes and funnels are not used in a run of the mill conference
display but, in this instance, they were very effectively used to hold the
six different fragrances that combined to make the new Sarah Jessica
Parker, Stash perfume.
The legs and funnels were all made from copper, with soldered joints.
The marble effect laminate added a sense of class and refinement.
The stand was a real show stopper and really grabbed people’s
attention.

A massive thank you again for the amazing stand!
- Agence de Parfumerie
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Mercedes Benz @ The Wedding Show
Stand Details:
Stand Size:
2m x2m (2.5m High).
Construction: Tension fabric with custom plinth and lockable
		storage box.
Venue:		
Olympia, London.
Our client decided to attend a show at the last moment and we
stepped in to help. We fitted a small tension fabric system into the area
and, as with all of our tension fabric stands, we were able to produce a
large, seamless graphic, depicting a floral wall.
The shelves were mounted to the system and were fitted with
attractive imitation flowers, to give the effect that these popped out
of the wall. A large printed logo was mounted on spacers to the plain
white wall.
A large storage chest with a combination lock and a large plinth
finished off the stand space.

Amazing work! We needed a display stand really promptly and Rob
sorted it out so quickly and they look incredible! Will always use
them now! - Agence de Parfumerie
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Cross Pens @ St Pancras International
Stand Details:
Stand Size:
Construction:
		
Venue:		

3m x 3m
Cutom built, bespoke display unit, dibond and 		
aluminium graphic and cardboard present features.
St Pancras International, London.

Following on from another successful event at the same location,
we were asked by our client to provide a custom display within St
Pancras Station. This was to highlight their products as superb gifts at
Christmas and, being in a major rail station in London, targeted their
key demographic perfectly.
The stand featured a modular, bolt together platform floor, with a high
grip vinyl. A bespoke display unit highlighted a small range of pens and
the graphic on the back corner of the stand attracted passing trade.
The large cardboard presents were a dominant feature on the stand
and they were used to affix gift tags as part of a competition.
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What Next?...
We are always willing and able to provide our services for any shows
that you might be looking to attend.
If you would like a free, no obligation design and quotation all we
would ask is that you get in contact with us. We can supply you with a
catch-all briefing document that might prompt you, or if you have an
idea of what you’re after and a budget in mind we can start
work straightaway.
We pride ourselves on the quality of our visuals and how close they are
to the finished article. We want you to feel confident that what you see
is indeed what you will get.
We look forward to hearing from you soon.
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Caswell Science & Technology Park,
Towcester, Northants, NN12 8EQ
W: www.pinnacle-creative.co.uk
T: 01327 31 77 11

